Mezzanine™ is a platform that brings together people, screens, devices, applications, and data in a shared workspace.

- Seamless collaboration, scalable workspace
- Multi-user interaction
- Participation from anywhere via any device
- Pervasive video sharing
- Enhanced telepresence experience

Mezzanine breaks through information silos. Mezzanine’s shared workspace is a simple, intuitive, flexible collaboration environment. Participants in a shared workspace interact and make decisions in real time. Work doesn’t get started and scheduled for later — it gets done.

- Improve operational efficiency
- Accelerate speed to market
- Amplify innovation
- Scale leadership and expertise
- Empower the edge

For more information about Oblong® or Mezzanine, contact us at products@oblong.com
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EXPAND THE SURFACE AREA OF COLLABORATION

Mezzanine introduces the shared, networked, scalable workspace. Mezzanine workspaces link people together with their applications, content, and computers. Anyone participating in a Mezzanine session can interact directly, from any location, with any connected person and any connected laptop or mobile device.

Bring your own tools
Mezzanine lets you concentrate on exchanging information and ideas, not on getting your collaboration technology to work. The Mezzanine platform allows you to bring all the tools you use for your job into the shared workspace.
- Any content
- Any device
- Any application

Connect and syndicate
Mezzanine conforms to and amplifies your workflows. The platform continuously captures the working session and commits it to institutional memory, so that process can be shared across teams and timezones.
- Snapshot — capture insights
- Store — commit to memory
- Syndicate — communicate

Interact seamlessly
Mezzanine creates a mesh of connections among your team’s data and its people, no matter their location. The shared workspace embraces the cloud and provides universal access for as many different devices as participants bring to a session.
- A mesh of data
- A mesh of people
- A mesh of local and remote collaboration

Reach experts, on demand
Mezzanine enables efficient interaction with colleagues in any location, at any time. Built-in integration with telepresence and seamless connections to laptops and mobile devices allow experts to join any session, as needed.
- Immediate access to anyone, anywhere
- Integration with telepresence
- The edge, empowered
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Oblong Industries’ innovative technologies and ideas are changing the way people work, play, and communicate. Oblong’s technology was the basis for the computers depicted in the film Minority Report® and has roots in more than two decades of research at the MIT Media Lab. The g-speak™ Spatial Operating Environment is Oblong’s new platform for distributed, collaborative computing. Oblong is headquartered in Los Angeles and supplies g-speak and Mezzanine systems to Fortune 50 enterprise customers, reseller partners, and academic and research institutions.